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The need to update our memory is an important cogni-
tive skill, because continued maintenance of unnecessary 
or out-of-date information would be an intrusive source 
of interference. It has been shown that people can reduce 
their recall of targeted information in response to cues in-
dicating that the memory is no longer needed or relevant. 
A great deal of research has been dedicated to the study of 
this directed-forgetting ability in humans, primarily with 
studies that instruct subjects to either remember or forget 
items from a list. The preponderance of evidence from 
these investigations shows that people remember better 
those items that they have been told to remember, as com-
pared with information designated as to be forgotten (see 
MacLeod, 1998, for a review). Similar effects have been 
found in analogues of the directed-forgetting paradigm 
with animals—most typically, pigeons (e.g., Roper, Kai-
ser, & Zentall, 1995; see reviews by Grant, 1998; Zentall, 
Roper, Kaiser, & Sherburne, 1998), but also rats (Grant, 
1982) and monkeys (Roberts, Mazmanian, & Kraemer, 
1984). This research indicates that the ability to actively 
update and control incoming information is a more gen-
eral phenomenon and an important skill that can be mod-
eled in a number of species.

Evidence for directed forgetting in animals typically 
involves delayed matching-to-sample (DMTS) as the 
underlying memory task. DMTS involves the presenta-
tion of a sample object or stimulus (e.g., a hue or line 
orientation), followed, after a specified delay interval, by 
a choice between two stimuli, one of which is identical 
to the preceding sample. A response to the comparison 
that matches the sample is reinforced. To establish that 
sample memory may or may not be required for a subse-
quent matching choice, cues are inserted during the delay 
that signal whether the trial will end with a choice test. 
A choice test follows a remember (R-) cue, but not a for-
get (F-) cue. Directed forgetting is found if a “surprise” 
choice (e.g., a few interspersed probe trial tests) on trials 
already signaled with an F-cue results in impaired mem-
ory, as compared with performance on equivalent trials in-
volving an R-cue. Unfortunately, although there is ample 
evidence of directed forgetting in animals with the DMTS 
procedure, other findings suggest that the phenomenon as 
studied under these procedures may not be equivalent to 
comparable tests with humans.

One limitation of the DMTS procedure in assessing 
the directed-forgetting phenomenon is that the baseline 
memory task involves the use of the two-choice matching 
procedure, such as a choice between red and green com-
parisons after exposure to one of these stimuli in a sample 
phase. Because the R- and F-cue functions are established 
within only a limited context, it may be argued that these 
cues are not functionally equivalent to the more general 
verbal instructions that are given to humans. Rather than 
serving as an if–then, or higher level, instruction to forget, 
delay cues in the typical DMTS procedure may, instead, 
be represented more simply as part of a sample-specific 
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sequence that either does (R-cue) or does not (F-cue) lead 
to a limited choice of comparisons.

To eliminate this possibility, it would be useful to pro-
vide evidence that a forgetting instruction can transfer to 
stimulus sets other than those involved in training. The 
one study that has been conducted in this regard (Grant, 
1988, Experiments 1 and 2) showed that F-cues for a 
matching task of one type did not transfer in such a way as 
to cause forgetting in a matching task of another type. The 
pigeons in Grant’s (1988) first experiment were trained to 
perform DMTS with two concurrent discrimination tasks, 
one involving red and green colors as samples and com-
parisons, and one involving vertical and horizontal lines 
as the samples and corresponding choice stimuli. R- and 
F-cues were inserted within the delay interval only on the 
line discrimination. Probe trial tests revealed the usual 
directed-forgetting effect on the line discrimination task, 
but when tests of the F-cue were also introduced into the 
red/green color task, there was no significant decrease in 
memory performance. Failure to transfer the effect of the 
F-cue was evident even when, in Experiment 2, the cue 
had been trained in each of two discrimination contexts 
(food/no food and line orientation discriminations) and 
transferred to a third (color) discrimination. This find-
ing was especially striking since the comparison choice 
stimuli for each of the discriminations were the same and, 
thus, should have made use of the same (prospective; see, 
e.g., Roitblat, 1980; Wasserman, 1986) memory code.

The previous failure to transfer the function of an F-cue 
to another task setting is reminiscent of the limited transfer 
effects for features found in early studies of occasion set-
ting. Holland and Lamarre (1984), for example, showed 
that suppression to Conditioned Stimulus (CS) A (a signal 
of footshock) could be attenuated when an inhibitory X 
stimulus (signaling footshock omission) preceded CS A 
(i.e., A�/X→A� training). (Note: “�” and “�” indicate 
presence and absence of footshock, respectively, and “→” 
denotes that CS X was presented prior to CS A; events 
on either side of “/” were interspersed within the same 
treatment session.) Interestingly, the inhibitory properties 
of Feature X did not transfer to a separately conditioned 
excitatory CS B. Under these conditions, the ability of X 
to function as a negative occasion setter was specific only 
to CS A. In subsequent experiments on occasion setting 
of Pavlovian conditioning (e.g., Holland, 1986; Rescorla, 
1985) and of operant conditioning (Holland, 1991), how-
ever, transfer of an occasion setter to other CSs has been 
successful. The critical determinant, it appears, is whether 
the conditioned stimuli involved in the transfer task have 
themselves been targets of occasion setting. For example, 
the inhibitory effects of negative Feature X did transfer to 
CS B when the subjects had received prior B�, Y→B� 
training (i.e., with Feature Y as a negative occasion setter 
for CS B), and the excitatory effects of positive Feature X 
transferred to CS B when the subjects had received prior 
B�, Y→B� training (i.e., with Feature Y as a positive 
occasion setter for CS B). Holland (1989) argued that a 

simple associative mechanism may operate when a single 
CS receives occasion setting training but that a relational 
mechanism is invoked when multiple CSs receive occasion-
setting treatment, each with its own unique feature. The 
important implication of this is that transfer of the condi-
tional if–then relation may occur only when a conditional 
rule has been previously established within the targeted 
context.

The goal of the present study was to determine whether 
transfer of directed-forgetting cues would occur under 
conditions in which the opportunity to utilize forget in-
structions on the transfer stimulus set was explicitly 
trained from the outset. Pigeons were trained on two sets 
of R- and F-cues for each of two different DMTS tasks 
and then were tested for probe trial matching accuracy 
both following the trained F-cue and on probes with the 
F-cue transferred from the alternative task.

METHOD

Subjects
The subjects were 6 female White Carneaux pigeons (Columba 

livia) obtained from a breeding colony at the Freidberg campus of 
Wake Forest University. All the pigeons had served in a previous 
experiment involving a DMTS task but were naive with respect 
to the stimuli and contingencies of this experiment. The subjects 
were maintained at 80% of their free-feeding weight throughout the 
experiment. The birds were individually housed in a temperature-
controlled room lit on a 12:12-h light:dark schedule, with water and 
grit freely available in their home cages.

Apparatus
Testing was conducted in two identical 54.5 � 54.5 � 54.5 cm 

wooden chambers, each located in an isolated room. The birds were 
placed into the chambers from the front side wall door. Within each 
box, a touch panel (Carroll Touch, Model 8101-6371-04) was af-
fixed to a 30 � 24 cm flat screen monitor (ViewSonic VE150, 
Model VCLDS21553-1) at one side of the chamber. Affixed to the 
wall, 11 cm from the wire-mesh floor and directly across from the 
touchscreen, was a wireless camera (Model X10) that extended 
10 cm into the box, to allow for video monitoring. Opposite the 
door, 6 cm from the floor and 5 cm from the side wall containing 
the touch monitor, was a 6 � 7 cm opening that allowed access to a 
feeder magazine delivering mixed grain. Each chamber was inter-
faced to an IBM NetVista computer in an adjacent room, which ran 
the experimental programs (generated in Visual Basic programming 
language), and a 120-V power supply manufactured by Lafayette 
Instruments to control the feeder mechanism. A white noise genera-
tor was used to minimize noise distraction.

Stimuli
All the stimuli were created in a computer graphics program and 

were presented against a dark background on the touchscreens. 
Four different square (2.5 � 2.5 cm) stimuli made up the sample 
and comparison stimuli for the matching task: red (hue, 357; satu-
ration, 100%), green (hue, 122; saturation, 91%), blue (hue, 240; 
saturation, 96%), and yellow (hue, 65; saturation, 99%). Samples 
appeared in the center of the touchscreen, 21 cm from the bottom 
of the wire-mesh floor of the operant chamber. The four cues that 
served as R- and F-cues were also presented in the center location 
of the screen and consisted of black patterns (dot, cross, square, and 
diamond) within a white, 2.5-cm circle. Comparison stimuli, identi-
cal in appearance to the samples, appeared 5 cm to the left and to 
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the right of the sample location. The screen was darkened during the 
intertrial interval (ITI), except for the low level of ambient illumina-
tion that was produced by the computer screen.

Procedure
Because of their previous training, all the pigeons were familiar 

with the operant chamber and had acquired the touchscreen peck 
response prior to the start of the present experiment. Thus, training 
on the matching task with delay interval cues began immediately.

Acquisition of DMTS with delay interval cues. Each trial 
began with the presentation of one of the four colors of the sample 
stimuli (shown with equal probability) in the center location of the 
screen. Following a fixed ratio (FR) 5 pecking requirement to the 
sample, it was replaced by either an R- or an F-cue for the duration 
of the delay interval. The stimuli were paired to form two different 
color-matching tasks, each with an associated pair of delay cues: 
Red and green samples were followed by the same set of R- and F-
cues (square and diamond for half the subjects, dot and cross for the 
other half) and a choice between red and green comparison stimuli; 
blue and yellow sample stimuli were followed by the other set of 
R- and F-cues (dot and cross for half the subjects, square and dia-
mond for the other half) and a choice of blue and yellow comparison 
stimuli (see the top panels in Figure 1). On F-cue trials, termina-
tion of the cue signaled the end of the delay, and a 10-sec ITI was 
initiated without reinforcement. On R-cue trials, the cue terminated 

following the scheduled delay interval, and a choice between the 
two comparison stimuli was presented, with left–right position of 
the correct comparison balanced across trials. Pecks to the incorrect 
comparison led immediately to the ITI. A single peck to the stimulus 
that matched the color of the sample was rewarded with 3-sec access 
to the grain feeder, followed by a 10-sec ITI. A new trial began after 
each ITI, and sessions ended when 96 trials (in which each delay 
cue stimulus appeared equally often) had been completed or when 
1.5 h had elapsed.

The delay interval was initially set at 2 sec and was increased to 
4 sec and then 6 sec as each bird reached criterion performance at 
each delay. Sessions that did not contain 96 trials (i.e., that had timed 
out) were not considered for evaluation of criterion, which required 
87.5% correct or better on each of the red/green and the blue/yellow 
color comparison tasks for two consecutive sessions. The pigeons 
were overtrained on the final, 6-sec delay for an additional five con-
secutive sessions after reaching criterion and before probe trial tests 
were inserted.

Forget cue probe sessions. Probe sessions were the same as the 
delay cue sessions, with the exception that eight additional probe tri-
als were added to each session: Two probes were added within each 
one-quarter block of trials, with no probe trials scheduled among 
the first four trials of each session. Four probe trial sequences were 
arranged, with two F-cue probe tests for each of the red/green and 
blue/yellow discriminations (i.e., two probe trials per sample type). 

Figure 1. Top: delay cue training procedure with one pair of remember (R-) and forget (F-) 
cues for matching to red and green samples (left panel) and another set of R- and F-cues for 
matching to blue and yellow samples (right panel). The cue type pairs associated with each 
color discrimination were reversed for the other half of the pigeons, and the identity of the 
F-cue within a cue type pair was counterbalanced across subjects. Only those trials with 
delay interval R-cues ended with a comparison choice test. All trials ended with an intertrial 
interval followed by the selection of a new trial type. Bottom: F-cue probe trial tests for each 
matching task, with F-cues that were tested in the trained (left side within each task) or trans-
fer (right side within each task) matching task.
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Each of the probe trials involved the usual FR-5 requirement to a 
color sample stimulus, followed by an F-cue that filled the 6-sec 
delay. On these trials, however, the F-cue ended with the presenta-
tion of comparison stimuli and reinforcement (or none) contingent 
upon a peck to the matching comparison stimulus. A 10-sec ITI fol-
lowed both correct (reinforced) responses and incorrect responses. 
The position of the correct comparison location was balanced across 
the eight probe trials.

The pigeons were tested on F-cue probe trials in two phases, each 
comprising 14 sessions. The test phases were separated by a retrain-
ing period without probes (i.e., identical to the original DMTS 6-sec 
delay acquisition sessions) for 6 consecutive sessions. For half of 
the birds, the identity of the F-cue during the first phase of probe 
sessions corresponded to that in the prior training conditions (i.e., 
F-cues were consistent with the sample color pair that they had been 
trained with during acquisition of the DMTS task); probe trial com-
parison tests in the second phase of testing involved samples fol-
lowed by the F-cue from the transfer task (i.e., the F-cues were those 
established for the other sample color pair during acquisition of the 
DMTS task). The order of these probe session phases was reversed 
for the other half of the pigeons. The design of the experiment is 
presented in Figure 1.

RESULTS

Accuracy on the DMTS Task With
Delay Interval Cues

Matching-to-sample performance on R-cue trials with 
the initial 2-sec delay was acquired by all the birds in an 
average of 27.3 sessions, and progression through the 
4-sec delay to reach criterion performance at the 6-sec 
delay was reached within the next 18.2 sessions.

Probe Sessions DMTS Accuracy
Within each of the two test phases, data were collected 

across 14 consecutive sessions; however, since some of 

the birds failed to complete their sessions within the time 
limit, the data were ultimately pooled across only the first 
11 sessions. In the case of incomplete sessions, the data 
were summarized across the equivalent number of com-
pleted R-cue training trials (528 total, consisting equally of 
red/green and blue/yellow color discrimination trials) and 
probe trials (44 probes of each color task discrimination).

A four-way mixed ANOVA was conducted on probe 
trial test data, with test order (training task or transfer task 
as first probe phase) as the between-subjects factor and 
task type (red/green or blue/yellow), cue type (R or F), and 
test type (training or transfer task) as repeated measures. 
This analysis showed a main effect of test order [F(1,4) � 
9.46, p � .05], which did not interact with any other sin-
gle factor or combination of factors, and no effect of task 
type [F(1,4) � 2.01, p � .20]. Thus, we pooled across 
both factors and conducted a two-way repeated measures 
ANOVA with cue type (R or F) and test type (training or 
transfer task) as repeated measures. This analysis revealed 
a main effect of cue type [F(1,5) � 16.71, p � .01] but no 
main effect of test type (F � 1). Furthermore, there was 
an interaction between cue type and test type [F(1,5) � 
6.40, p � .05].

The main effect of cue type (R vs. F) supports the con-
clusion that can be drawn from Figure 2 that the F-cues 
effectively reduced comparison choice accuracy on the 
color pairs with which they had been trained (training F-
cue test) and on the transfer color pairs (transfer F-cue 
test). Post hoc analyses (Bonferroni test) using the error 
term from the two-way ANOVA further supported these 
conclusions. As is shown in Figure 2 (left bars), accuracy 
was higher on R-cue trials than on F-cue trials across 
the probe trial test sessions ( p � .01). Importantly, this 

Figure 2. Mean percentages of correct choices (with SE bars) on the delayed 
matching-to-sample task during probe sessions. At left is remember (R-) cue 
and forget (F-) cue probe trial performance when the F-cues were the same as 
those in training (training test). At right is R-cue and F-cue probe trial perfor-
mance when the F-cues were transferred from the other color discrimination 
(transfer test).
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reduction in performance caused by the F-cue training 
procedure was also apparent when the F-cues came from 
the transfer color-matching task ( p � .002; right bars in 
Figure 2). Accuracy did not differ across tasks for F-cue 
trials or R-cue trials ( ps � .5), indicating that probe trial 
performance was equivalent despite the change in trial 
structure. However, although no difference was found 
across tasks between F- and R-cue probe trials, the in-
teraction revealed by the two-way ANOVA rules out an 
alternative explanation for the main effect of cue type 
(discussed below).

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this research was to evaluate whether 
providing separate cuing stimuli (R- and F-cues) for each 
of two different directed-forgetting tasks would enable 
transfer of the F-cue function across tasks. This was suc-
cessfully demonstrated using different sets of color stimuli 
for the matching task (red/green and blue/yellow) and dif-
ferent sets of shape stimuli as the R- and F-cues for each 
task. This finding suggests that previous failures to obtain 
evidence that pigeons could transfer an F-cue established 
in one matching task to a matching task of another type 
(Grant, 1988, Experiments 1 and 2) might be attributed to 
the absence of prior training with a forget instruction in 
the transfer task discrimination.

Although no difference was found across tasks between 
F- and R-cue probe trials, the interaction revealed by the 
two-way ANOVA rules out an alternative explanation for 
the main effect of cue type (raised by a reviewer of an 
earlier version of this article). There was an insufficient 
number of birds in our study to achieve counterbalancing 
across all possible color arrangements (e.g., red, green, 
blue, and yellow) for the matching tasks. Thus, the two 
matching tasks used were structured with the same two 
pairs of colors (red/green and blue/yellow) for all the 
birds. This raises the logical possibility that there was 
generalization among the colors in the two pairs. For ex-
ample, red and yellow may have been coded similarly, and 
likewise, blue and green may have been coded similarly. 
Such common coding could promote transfer of F-cue 
function due to generalization among stimuli, rather than 
to transfer of F-cue function across tasks.

This scenario also predicts no difference in the effect 
size observed in the training and the transfer tasks, be-
cause they are actually the same task. However, the sig-
nificant interaction between cue type (R and F) and test 
type (training and transfer) indicates that the pigeons did 
perceive a difference between the two types of task, so 
that the effect of cue type was reliably different for each 
type of task. This provides evidence that the colors were 
discriminable and, thus, sample stimulus generalization 
was not the source of transfer on the F-cue probe tests. 
What is interesting is that the attenuating effect of the F-
cue on matching accuracy is greater in the transfer task. 
A speculative explanation for the increased effectiveness 
of the transfer F-cue on test trials is that their unexpected 
appearance may have increased attention to them. Maki 

(1979) found a similar effect in an autoshaping procedure 
in which pigeons were reinforced in the presence of a ver-
tical, but not a horizontal, stimulus (i.e., vertical→food, 
horizontal→no food) in Phase 1, followed in Phase 2 by 
matching-to-sample training, with a food sample signal-
ing a red stimulus as a correct comparison and a no-food 
sample signaling a green stimulus as a correct compari-
son. The pigeons were subsequently tested on combined 
elements from the two phases with either a consistent 
mapping (vertical→food→red/green and horizontal→no 
food→red/green) or an inconsistent mapping (vertical→
no food→red/green and horizontal→food→red/green). 
Surprisingly, the pigeons performed better on the incon-
sistent trials than on the consistent trials. Maki suggested 
that the novel arrangement produced by the inconsistent 
mapping increased attention to the sample on those trials 
(relative to consistent trials), which improved accuracy at 
selecting the correct comparison.

One possible implication of the successful delay inter-
val cue transfer found in our procedure is that, in compari-
son with the experiments by Grant (1988), our pigeons 
could not have established a strategy to remember all 
the sample stimuli from the transfer task discrimination, 
since F-cues were utilized in that discrimination as well. 
Roper and Zentall (1993) suggested that the absence of 
a delay interval cue could come to serve as an implicit 
R-cue. Grant’s pigeons had never been trained to forget 
the sample stimuli within the transfer task discrimination 
and, therefore, may have had difficulties abandoning this 
default remember strategy when F-cue stimuli from the 
cue-training task were later inserted at test. According 
to this assessment, transfer across matching tasks of an 
if–then relation signaled by delay interval cues may, as in 
the aforementioned studies of occasion setting, be shown 
to critically depend on explicit prior training with the con-
ditional rule.

Given the importance of the DMTS paradigm to the 
study of forgetting, this research may be especially impor-
tant to researchers concerned with the seemingly context-
specific nature of animal memory. For example, White 
(2001) suggested that performance measures across the 
different retention intervals within a mixed-delay match-
ing task (involving different lengths of delay on each trial) 
may be independent of each other. In an important experi-
ment to assess this possibility, White and Cooney (1996) 
showed that the factors that affect performance even at 
a particular delay interval (e.g., a change in reinforcer 
probability, so as to create a specific form of comparison 
response bias) did not affect performance at other trained 
delay durations. This implies that the forgetting observed 
in one discriminative context may be quite specific and, 
therefore, independent of retention in others. By contrast, 
the present investigation provides evidence that the effect 
of a delay interval cue to forget need not be specific to the 
conditions in which it was formed but that prior experi-
ence with the consequences of such cues on an alternative 
discrimination is important for successful generalization 
across contexts to occur. This finding offers an impor-
tant first step in determining how directed-forgetting cues 
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function in the DMTS task with animals and may help us 
to regain the promise of this procedure for making cross-
species comparisons with the human directed-forgetting 
literature.
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